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Press release 

7th February 2013 

 
 
The world’s first smartphone in Space ‘STRaND-1’ ready for launch 

A UK mission, jointly developed by the University of Surrey’s Surrey Space Centre 

(SSC) and Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL), to send the world’s first 

smartphone satellite into orbit, is due to launch on 25th February.  

The unique and innovative satellite, called STRaND-1 (the Surrey Training, Research 

and Nanosatellite Demonstrator), is a 30cm CubeSat weighing 4.3kg. It will launch 

into a 785km sun-synchronous orbit on ISRO’s Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) 

from Sriharikota, India. 

 

The STRaND team with STRaND-1. 

STRaND-1 will also be the first UK CubeSat to be launched and has been developed 

by talented space engineers and researchers at Surrey with the majority of the 

design and developmental work being carried out in their spare time. The build and 

test phase of the project has been completed in just three months.    
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At the heart of STRaND-1 is a Google Nexus One smartphone with an Android 

operating system. Smartphones contain highly advanced technologies and 

incorporate several key features that are integral to a satellite – such as cameras, 

radio links, accelerometers and high performance computer processors – almost 

everything a spacecraft needs except the solar panels and propulsion.   

During the first phase of the mission, STRaND-1 will use a number of experimental 

‘Apps’ to collect data whilst a new high-speed linux-based CubeSat computer 

developed by SSC takes care of the satellite.  During phase two, the STRaND-1 

team plan to switch the satellite’s in-orbit operations to the smartphone, thereby 

testing the capabilities of a number of standard smartphone components for a space 

environment.  The satellite will be commissioned and operated from the Surrey 

Space Centre’s ground station at the University of Surrey.   

Being the first smartphone satellite in orbit is just one of many ‘firsts’ that STRaND-1 

is hoping to achieve. It will also fly innovative new technologies such as a ‘WARP 

DRiVE’ (Water Alcohol Resistojet Propulsion Deorbit Re-entry Velocity Experiment) 

and electric Pulsed Plasma Thrusters (PPTs); both ‘firsts’ to fly on a nanosatellite. It 

is also flying a 3D printed part – believed to be the first to fly in space! 

Dr Chris Bridges, SSC’s lead engineer on the project, says: “A smartphone on a 

satellite like this has never been launched before but our tests have been pretty 

thorough, subjecting the phone to oven and freezer temperatures, to a vacuum and 

blasting it with radiation. It has a good chance of working as it should, but you can 

never make true design evolutions or foster innovation without taking a few risks: 

STRaND is cool because it allows us to do just that.” 

SSTL’s Head of Science, Doug Liddle said “We’ve deliberately asked this 

enthusiastic and talented young team to do something very non-standard in terms of 

the timescales, processes and the technologies used to put the satellite together 

because we want to maximise what we learn from this research programme. I can’t 

wait to see what happens next!” 

 

You can follow STRaND at https://twitter.com/SurreyNanosats and for more 

information visit http://www.sstl.co.uk/STRAND-nanosatellite 

 

About Surrey Space Centre, University of Surrey 

The Surrey Space Centre (SSC), a Research Centre of the Faculty of Electronics 
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and Physical Sciences (FEPS) at the University of Surrey, is a world leading Centre 

of Excellence in Space Engineering, whose aim is to underpin the technical 

development of the space industry through its advanced research programmes. 

SSC, comprising over 90 researchers and faculty specialising in small satellite 

techniques, develops new innovative technologies which are exploited by the space 

industry. It provides well-focused space engineering education, postgraduate and 

industrial short courses, training the next generation space scientists, engineers, 

entrepreneurs and business leaders 

www.surrey.ac.uk/SSC 

Twitter: @SpaceAtSurrey 

 

About SSTL 

Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL) is the world's leading small satellite 

company, delivering operational space missions for a range of applications including 

Earth observation, science and communications. The Company designs, 

manufactures and operates high performance satellites and ground systems for a 

fraction of the price normally associated with space missions, with 500 staff working 

on turnkey satellite platforms, space-proven satellite subsystems and optical 

instruments. 

 

Since 1981 SSTL has built and launched 39 satellites – as well as providing training 

and development programmes, consultancy services, and mission studies for ESA, 

NASA , international governments and commercial customers, with its innovative 

approach that is changing the economics of space. 

 

In 2008 the Company set up a US subsidiary, Surrey Satellite Technology 

US LLC  (SST-US) with facilities in Denver, Colorado to address the United States 

market and its customers for the provision of small satellite solutions, applications 

and services. www.sst-us.com 
 

Headquartered in Guildford, UK, SSTL is owned by Astrium BV. 

www.sstl.co.uk 
 

Notes to editors:   
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This press release can be downloaded as a Word or Pdf document at the following 
url: http://www.sstl.co.uk/news-and-events 
 
University of Surrey Contact: 
Howard Wheeler 
Tel: +44 (0)1483 686141 Email: h.wheeler@surrey.ac.uk 
 
SSTL Contact: 
Joelle Sykes, Surrey Satellite Technology Limited 
Tel: +44 (0)1483 804243 Email: j.sykes@sstl.co.uk 
 
Robin Wolstenholme, bcm public relations 
Tel: +44(0)1306 882288 Email: r.wolstenholme@bcmpublicrelations.com  
 
 
 


